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Smile Team

 6 locations in Surrey

Affordable memberships from 82p a day!
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For Dentistry
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                                            Surrey’s Number 1 
 Invisalign provider                                        
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                                            UK’s Number 1 
 Implant (Osstem) provider                                        
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                                            South Englands Number 1 
 Teeth Whitening Provider                                        
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                                            Surrey’s Number 1 
 Bonding Provider                                        
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                                            Surrey’s Largest 
 Kids Only Clinic                                        
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                            Europe’s Leading

Award-Winning

Invisalign Provider

* Love Teeth is a top 50 European provider.

Dr Patel is a beta-tester, ambassador

and KOL for

Align.
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                                    Invisalign Apex 
 Diamond Status                                
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                            Surrey’s Largest

Kids Only Clinic
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            Wherever You are in Surrey…

All You Need

is Love Teeth

Spread over six accessible locations across the county, Surrey’s Love Teeth is your one-stop smile destination.

We love it when you smile. We want you to spend more time doing the things that make you happy and less time in the dentist’s chair.

That’s why we provide long-lasting, restorative dentistry guided by the philosophy that prevention is always better than cure.

You’ll find all the family-friendly dental essentials offered alongside stunning cosmetic treatments led by pioneering cosmetic superstar Dr Kunal ‘KP’ Patel.
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                Nervous?

We’re Phobia Certified

A relaxing vibe and friendly team with dedicated care plans make Love Teeth the clinic of choice for nervous patients.

We treat hundreds of anxious and phobic patients every week, and our clinics hold national Dental Phobia certification. So if you’re worried about getting treatment, just let our team know!

Dr Kunal Patel is a Dental Phobia Certified dentist Click Here to verify.
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                Reviewed on Facebook
            

            
                                    
                        
                    
                            

        

    

    
        After my girlfriend recommending them as being the best I decided to get my teeth looked at. My teeth are now complete and I can’t actually believe the difference they’re amazing. I highly recommend Loveteeth dental practice, very professional and very welcoming. I could not be happier! Thank you so much!

    



        

    



            
            Now at Six Lovely

Locations Across Surrey

        

    
    
        
            
                
                
                    
                        
                    
                
            

            
                
                    Clinic is not found
                

                
                    Please enter more than 3 characters
                

                

            

        

        
            
            

        

    


    



    
        
            
                Award-Winning Smiles

At Love Teeth, you’ll find everything from the minor tweaks and improvements that keep you looking your dazzling day-to-day best to life-changing full smile transformations—all led by award-winning Mini Smile Makeover pioneer Dr KP.
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Click treatments to find out more
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                                Mini Smile Makeover

Developed by our very own Dr KP, the Mini Smile Makeover puts every technique at our disposal to transform your smile. And here’s the best thing—we can use the clinic’s fancy iTero 3D scanner to let you know how your new smile will look before we get started.
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                            Shannon’s Transformation

with Invisalign straightening and crowns.

AS SEEN ON
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                            Mini Smile Makeover

Developed by our very own Dr KP, the Mini Smile Makeover puts every technique at our disposal to transform your smile. And here’s the best thing—we can use the clinic’s fancy iTero 3D scanner to let you know how your new smile will look before we get started.
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                                Veneers

For minor cracks, chips and other irritating breakages, sometimes it’s better to mask and forget. For that, a veneer has you covered. The ultra-thin, precision-fitted layer fits over the teeth just like a false fingernail, hiding damage and providing vital protection.
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                            Connor’s Transformation

with Venners & the ABC treatment
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                            Veneers

For minor cracks, chips and other irritating breakages, sometimes it’s better to mask and forget. For that, a veneer has you covered. The ultra-thin, precision-fitted layer fits over the teeth just like a false fingernail, hiding damage and providing vital protection.
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                                Cosmetic Bonding

Somewhere between art and science, there’s cosmetic bonding. Let our experts literally resculpt, reshape and restore your teeth with this minimally-invasive technique that’ll set you up for years of perfect smiles. 
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                            Alessia’s Transformation

with Alignment and Composite Bonding
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                            Cosmetic Bonding

Somewhere between art and science, there’s cosmetic bonding. Let our experts literally resculpt, reshape and restore your teeth with this minimally-invasive technique that’ll set you up for years of perfect smiles. 
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                                Teeth Whitening

So many of life’s little pleasures leave telltale stains over time—coffee, tea, red wine—the list goes on. When you want to restore teeth to their natural shade, whitening is the answer. We use two of the most effective gentle whitening systems, Zoom! and Enlighten, to get the sparkle back without causing sensitivity. 
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                            Roudy’s Transformation

with our famous ABC treatment
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                            Teeth Whitening

So many of life’s little pleasures leave telltale stains over time—coffee, tea, red wine—the list goes on. When you want to restore teeth to their natural shade, whitening is the answer. We use two of the most effective gentle whitening systems, Zoom! and Enlighten, to get the sparkle back without causing sensitivity. 
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                                Crowns

Crowns are veneers’ shy dental cousins. Instead of facing the outside world, they fit over the top of teeth to form a protective shield from further damage and decay. Crowns are laboratory-made from porcelain and colour-matched to the shade of your natural teeth. 
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                            Mark’s Transformation

Full mouth rehabilitation with crowns.
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                            Crowns

Crowns are veneers’ shy dental cousins. Instead of facing the outside world, they fit over the top of teeth to form a protective shield from further damage and decay. Crowns are laboratory-made from porcelain and colour-matched to the shade of your natural teeth. 
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                                Bridges

Gaps left by the tooth fairy aren’t a great look in later life. Bridges use the teeth on either side to support a replacement indistinguishable from the original in both look and feel.
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                            Bridges

Gaps left by the tooth fairy aren’t a great look in later life. Bridges use the teeth on either side to support a replacement indistinguishable from the original in both look and feel.
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                                Dentures

You haven’t experienced the life-changing power of dentures until you’ve experienced the fit and feel of Love Teeth dentures. Expertly fitted and indistinguishable from the real thing, Love Teeth dentures just let you get on with life.
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                            Dentures

You haven’t experienced the life-changing power of dentures until you’ve experienced the fit and feel of Love Teeth dentures. Expertly fitted and indistinguishable from the real thing, Love Teeth dentures just let you get on with life.
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                                Dental Implants

If you’ve ever been embarrassed by missing teeth or loose dentures, we feel your pain. Whether replacing a single lost tooth or a whole row, implanted dentures are the closest you can get to having the real thing back.
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                            Dental Implants
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                            Dental Implants

If you’ve ever been embarrassed by missing teeth or loose dentures, we feel your pain. Whether replacing a single lost tooth or a whole row, implanted dentures are the closest you can get to having the real thing back.
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            Press &

Media Love

The award-winning Love Teeth team are often called upon by the national press and TV. We’ve voiced our opinion, provided guidance and delivered education to dentists through the Guardian, BBC and dental publications to name just a few.
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                Top-50 Europe

Invisalign® Provider

We’re not just any Invisalign® provider. Diamond Apex status places Love Teeth among the top 50 clinics in Europe, and our principal dentist Dr KP is an Invisalign® global ambassador.

Treatment with the world’s favourite discreet removable aligner is just one option from a comprehensive portfolio of orthodontic options, including solutions for straighter smiles in as little as six months.
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            Get Your Free Virtual Consultation

with Dr KP

Tell us about your smile and upload an optional selfie to receive a

FREE smile assessment from Dr KP and the team.


                            
                    GET STARTED                
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            Love Teeth Loves Kids

Your loved ones will receive a warm welcome at any of our clinics. But to experience the very best in early years dental and orthodontic care, head to our Worcester Park clinic, where we’re fully equipped to provide kids and teens with a lifetime of healthy smiles.
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                Routine Dentistry

With a bevvy of awards for cosmetic dentistry, you might wonder how our team finds the time for everyday stuff like checkups and hygiene. In fact, our general dentistry is the secret that’s helping Surrey stay in peak smile health while looking great.

            

        
                    
                                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                
                            

                        

                        
                            
                                Hygiene

Love Teeth’s hygienists are superheroes in the fight against tooth decay, gum disease and other dental nasties. A tailored session with our hygiene team and the Prophyflex airflow stain removal system is guaranteed to leave you feeling the freshest you’ve felt in ages.
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                                Root Canal Work

A deep tooth infection is no joke. When it reaches the pulp and nerve, it can feel like you’ve been in the ring. Luckily, we can usually see you within the week or the same day for pain-free treatment with endodontics expert Dr Sanjay Patel.
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                                Emergency Appointments

Accidents will happen – and when they do, turn to Love Teeth. We don’t want aches, pains and mishaps to spoil your day – or your perfect good looks – so we’ll usually arrange a same-week or same-day appointment and have you feeling better in no time.
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                #TreatYourSelfie

We’ll take care of your teeth—but that doesn’t mean the rest of you should feel left out. Experience rejuvenating Botox and fillers by our aesthetics team as part of your Love Teeth experience with a bespoke treatment plan to complement your cosmetic dental treatments.

            

            
                                    
                        
                                                            
                                    Peels and Facials                                
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                                        Peels and Facials                                    
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                                    Botox® and Fillers                                

                                                                                        
                                    Experience rejuvenating Botox and fillers                                
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                                        Botox® and Fillers                                    

                                
                                
                                                                            
                                            Experience rejuvenating Botox and fillers                                        
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                                    Prescription Skincare                                
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                Read Our 2200+ Five-Star Reviews

Our award-winning dentistry is consistently five-star rated. Here’s what our patients say.
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                Reviewed on Google
            

            
                                    
                        
                    
                            

        

    

    
        Having not been to dentist in years I was very nervous but my dentist Laraeb Nawaz made me feel totally at ease and talked me through everything that I needed done, she is lovely and a credit to Love Teeth. All the staff have been so nice, welcoming and attentive. Thank you for all looking after me.
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                Reviewed on Google
            

            
                                    
                        
                    
                            

        

    

    
        Had my first adult filling and Dr Wasan Dheyab and Debbie were brilliant. Like many people I was extremely nervous and they were so kind, calming and supportive. Lovely greeting from Nikki on reception also. Overall positive and professional experience. They make it easier to come back – see you at the 6 month check up!
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        I’ve been going to Love Teeth for almost two years since I got my composite bonding done. Everyone is so kind, helpful and great at what they do.
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        The girls are kind and lovely and Emanuele so experienced with implants that the entire procedure is quick and relatively painless. Highly recommend.
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        Fantastic NHS check up & filling with Dr Maryam Butt. Maryam provided very thorough & professional dental treatment. She was calm & compassionate making me feel welcome and at ease. Maryam took good care of me, providing an honest service and great follow on advice. Thank you, Maryam.
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        Wonderful experience with Dr Megna Shah who was so kind and welcoming and did a fantastic job with my filling. I was worried about it before hand but she mad me feel very comfortable and the process was very smooth. I highly recommend this practise to anyone and in particular Dr Shah.
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        I was so comfortable while they were working on a root canal I actually fell asleep. Great service and patient care.
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        Very welcoming and thorough advice on composite bonding for my teeth!
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            Unseen, unbeaten. Invisalign turning dreams into s
            	                    [image: Unseen, unbeaten. Invisalign turning dreams into smiles! 🌈 #SmileJourney]
        
    



    
        
            TEAM CHEAM! Meet the extraordinary faces behind th
            
	                
	            	                    [image: TEAM CHEAM! Meet the extraordinary faces behind the smiles – our talented and dedicated dental team! 🌟🦷 Our expert dentists are here to make your dental experience exceptional. Get to know the smiles behind the scrubs! 😁 #MeetTheTeam #DentalExperts #SmileSquad]
        
    



    
        
            Crafting smiles with precision and artistry – an
            	                    [image: Crafting smiles with precision and artistry – another porcelain masterpiece unveiled! ✨ #DentistryMagic]
        
    



    
        
            When you call us, expect a friendly face over the 
            	                    [image: When you call us, expect a friendly face over the phone! 😊 Our team is here with a warm welcome and ready to assist you. Feel free to reach out - we're just a call away! 📞 #FriendlyService #CustomerCare #SmileOnTheLine]
        
    



    
        
            Straightening smiles, one invisible aligner at a t
            	                    [image: Straightening smiles, one invisible aligner at a time. 😁 #InvisalignJourney]
        
    



    
        
            Fun Fact Friday #1: 
Teeth grinding, or bruxism, c
            	                    [image: Fun Fact Friday #1:  Teeth grinding, or bruxism, can occur during sleep. If you wake up with jaw pain, consider getting a nightguard to protect your pearly whites! #DentalFunFacts #SmileTrivia #HealthyTeethJourney]
        
    



    
        
            ✨ Hygiene appointments available now
– because
            	                    [image: ✨ Hygiene appointments available now – because a healthy smile is always in style. Book your appointment and let's make this year your best, brightest one yet! 😁🦷 #HygieneMatters #SmileCare #BookNow]
        
    



    
        
            New year, new beginnings, and a brighter, confiden
            
	                
	            	                    [image: New year, new beginnings, and a brighter, confident smile! 😁✨ Embrace the journey to a healthier, happier you. Here's to a year filled with contagious smiles and endless possibilities! 🎉🌟 #NewYearNewSmile #ConfidenceBoost #HealthySmilesAhead]
        
    



    
        
            🌟 Another shining star added to our collection!
            	                    [image: 🌟 Another shining star added to our collection! 🌟 We're thrilled to share that we received a fantastic 5-star Google review! 🙌 Thank you to our amazing patient for the kind words. We're dedicated to providing top-notch dental care and are grateful for your trust in us! ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ #FiveStarReview #HappyPatients #grateful]
        
    



    
        
            Cheers to a year full of bright smiles and healthy
            	                    [image: Cheers to a year full of bright smiles and healthy teeth! 🎉✨ May your New Year be as sparkling as your pearly whites! 😁 #HappyNewYear #smilebright]
        
    



    
        
            🎄 Wishing all our wonderful patients a very Mer
            	                    [image: 🎄 Wishing all our wonderful patients a very Merry Christmas! We hope this special day brings you lots of love, laughter, and joy. Thank you for trusting us with your care throughout the year. May your Christmas be filled with health and happiness. 🎅🏼 Stay safe, and enjoy this beautiful holiday! 🎁 #MerryChristmas #HappyHolidays]
        
    



    
        
            🎄 Merry Christmas Eve to all our amazing patien
            	                    [image: 🎄 Merry Christmas Eve to all our amazing patients! As we countdown to the holidays, we want to take a moment to express our gratitude for your trust and support throughout the year. May this Christmas Eve bring you warmth, peace, and happiness as you gather with loved ones. 🕯️✨ Stay safe and cherish this beautiful time of the year! 🌟🎁 #ChristmasEve #GratefulPatients #warmwishes]
        
    



    
        
            📢 Attention Patients 📢

🎄 Thinking about 
            	                    [image: 📢 Attention Patients 📢  🎄 Thinking about starting your Invisalign journey in time for Christmas or the new year?   🦷 From 1st January the Invisalign price increase will come into action so book in your consultation now to secure our current price from £1500 per arch.  🦷 If you have already had a consultation and want to secure the price already quoted, call us today to pay the deposit]
        
    



    
        
            WOW almost all spaces filled in just 24 hours! Cal
            	                    [image: WOW almost all spaces filled in just 24 hours! Call us now to secure one of the last remaining spots 📞]
        
    



    
        
            Some times all you need is a little EDGE BONDING t
            	                    [image: Some times all you need is a little EDGE BONDING to complete your smile 🤩 - 1 visit treatment  - 3-8 years lifespan - No Needles or Pain - No teeth shaving or drilling  ❥ DM us ❥Take our free smile test today - link in bio ❥ Book your free consult ❥ Call us 020 8337 0629 ❥ 0% Finance ❥ Join our team hr@loveteethdental.co.uk ❥ www.loveteethdental.co.uk . . . . . . . #LoveTeethDental #LoveTeeth #LoveSkin #hydrafacial #LoveYourSmile #Dental #LondonDentist #dentalpractice #dentists #London #Surrey #Cheam #CheamVillage #Sutton #SouthLondon #dentistry #bonding #veneers #whitening #makeover #beauty]
        
    



    
        
            “Unlock your brightest smile! 🌟 Book with Dr.
            	                    [image: “Unlock your brightest smile! 🌟 Book with Dr. Taha Al-Bayati at our Cheam or Hook dental practices between Nov 22 - 30th and enjoy a FREE Prophy upgrade with your hygiene appointment. Sparkle inside out! ✨ #DentalCare #SmileBrighter #ProphyUpgrade #HealthySmiles”]
        
    



    
        
            Bonding upgrade to Porcelain Veneers.
NO TURKEY TE
            	                    [image: Bonding upgrade to Porcelain Veneers. NO TURKEY TEETH but DR KP TEETH. Porcelain Veneers last 20+ Years. Bonding only lasts 3-8 Years. Lucy decided to upgrade her Bonding after 5 years to Porcelain. She wanted a more permanent treatment to cover the gaps between her teeth. Lucy chose Porcelain because it doesn't stain, rarely chips and stays shiny... plus that they look more natural #veneers #bonding #teeth #love #loveteeth #teeth #smile #porcelain #london #Surrey #sutton #makeover]
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            At Love Teeth Dental and Love Skin, we're passiona
            	                    [image: At Love Teeth Dental and Love Skin, we're passionate about delivering the best skincare solutions to help you achieve that radiant, healthy glow.  ALL THIS FROM JUST £65!  Here's why you should choose us for your next HydraFacial treatment:  Tailored to Your Unique Needs: Our experienced skincare experts understand that each person's skin is different. With HydraFacial, we customize the treatment to address your specific concerns, whether it's fine lines, wrinkles, uneven tone, or clogged pores.  Immediate Results: HydraFacial is renowned for providing instant results. Walk out of our dental practice with visibly refreshed, glowing skin – no downtime required!  Non-Invasive and Painless: HydraFacial is a non-invasive, painless procedure that combines cleansing, exfoliation, extraction, hydration, and antioxidant protection all in one treatment. Say goodbye to discomfort and hello to pampering!  Hydration is Key: HydraFacial is all about hydration. It infuses your skin with nourishing serums that leave it feeling plump, hydrated, and irresistibly smooth.  Suitable for All Skin Types: Whether you have sensitive skin, oily skin, or anything in between, HydraFacial is suitable for all skin types. Our experts can adapt the treatment to suit your unique needs.  Healthy, Glowing Skin Long-Term: Regular HydraFacial treatments can improve skin health over time. Enjoy long-lasting benefits and maintain that youthful glow.  Ready to experience the HydraFacial difference? Schedule your appointment today and let us help you achieve your skincare goals. Your radiant skin awaits!" 💧🌟  ❥ DM us ❥Take our free smile test today - link in bio ❥ Book your free consult ❥ Call us 020 8337 0629 ❥ Finance options ❥ Join our team hr@loveteethdental.co.uk ❥ www.loveteethdental.co.uk  #Hydrafacial #HealthyGlow #SkincareExperts #skincare #sutton #newmalden #aesthetics #glowup #epsom #surrey #surreyhills #cellderma #loveyoursmile #loveteethdental #loveskin #london #sussex #dentistry]
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        Follow @LoveTeethDental on Social

Love Teeth is a social sensation! Follow @LoveTeethDental to be the first to hear about exclusive freebies and offers!
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                Smiles for

Less than a Latte!

Spread the Cost of Treatment with Finance from £2.50 Per Day


                                    
                        MORE INFO                    
                            

        

    




            
            Love Teeth #locations

Our locations across Surrey. Contact us or Call us on 020 8337 0629

        

    
            
            
                
    
        Cheam    
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        Stonecot    
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        Chessington    
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        New Malden    
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        Sutton    
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        Worcester Park    
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        ©Love Teeth Dental Surrey.
            Complaints Procedure
NHS Dental Policy
Privacy Policy
Cookie Policy
GDC
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                    Love Teeth Dental is a group of private dental clinics in Surrey serving local patients from Sutton, Chessington, Weybridge, Cheam, Epsom, Kingston, Richmond, Esher and beyond.                
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                        Your name(Required) 

Email address(Required)
                            
                        

Phone number(Required)

How can we help?
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                    Associate Positions

                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    Hours:

                                    	Full-time &
                                            Part-Time available.


                                

                                
                                    Salary:

                                    	Competitive


                                

                            

                        

                        APPLY NOW
                    


                

                
                    
                        Job roles available:

                        	Peadiatric Specialist
	General Dentists
	Invisalign Lead
	Orthodontist Specialists
	Hygienists
	Implantologists
	Oral Surgeons



                        Our well renowned modern and beautiful dental clinic has these advantages:

                        	State of the Art equipment
	Award-Winning Clinic
	Excellent Team Ethics
	Recently equipped with the highest safety measures for team and patients.
	The Clinic and team are often in the media for their success and development in
                                the dental industry.



                        The perks of joining Love Teeth Dental Practice are:

                        	Access to Free Therapy Sessions
	Access to Free World Wide Dental Emergency Cover
	Access to reward schemes to earn Amazon Vouchers
	Discounted Dental Treatments
	Staff receive hygiene treatment at half price.
	Family of staff members can get 50% of all dental treatments.
	We provide custom-made uniforms, branded jackets, and other clothing including
                                masks.
	Botox if desired.
	Free top-up whitening gel once a year. Subsequent gels at a heavily discounted
                                price.
	Lovely team events that are arranged and provided for the staff.


                    

                

            

        

    


    
        
            
                
                    
                
            

            
                
            

        

    


    
        
            
                
                    
                
            

            
                
                    Book Online

                    Please select the clinic you would like to book.

                

                
                    
                        
                                Select Your Location
                            

                                     2-8 Stonecot Hill, Sutton SM3 9HB, UK                                

                                    Worcester Park - #KidsDentist 165 Central Rd, Worcester Park KT4 8DS                                

                                     2 High St, New Malden KT3 4HF                                

                                     401 Hook Rd, Chessington KT9 1EW, UK                                

                                     743 London Road, Cheam, Sutton SM3 9DL, UK                                

                                     5 Sutton High St, Sutton SM1 1DF                                
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